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Finch has updated and revised his classic handbook with the latest information available on

welding, brazing, and cutting; equipment and safety; fitting and jigging; gas welding, cutting, brazing,

and soldering; arc, MIG and TIG welding; plasma cutting; and more.
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Beginners! For all of the simple to advanced projects, this book is the answer. The author explains

things in a very organized and straight forward manner. For example he starts with metal basics and

heat control, and then moves to welding equipment and safety. Fitting and jigging is one of the very

important aspects covered in a chapter. After wards, each type of welding, cutting, brazing, and

soldering is explained in a chapter. This book helped me understand what are the difficulties I will

face in my welding project of a race car. For example, Titanium is not easy to weld regardless of the

method of welding that is used. Keep in mind that this book will not go into details about metal

spraying, electrical requirements for big shops, or ways to weld gears to shafts. This book is only for

the beginner, and maybe fun to read for the pro.

I ordered this book for my husband. He said it was just the info he was looking for. Well put together

book.

Just what I was looking for. Book was in line new condition.



I am very impressed with the info provided in this book, especially the charts ranging on info from;

types of metal to best methods of how to weld it. Great info for the basic to intermediate welder.Yes

the info is a bit basic, but the only way to learn how to weld is to actually start doing it. I purchased

and read this book to gain the basic knowledge, and even with everything explained, you do not

understand what it is to weld until you try it and get the feel for it.

This book is a good beginning to inform you about welding. It is not a manual to teach you welding.

It gives you enough to go further and ask intelligent questions. There are some misspellings and

some garbbled sentences. More examples of what is bad need to be shown. Some info he mentions

about the AWS and the AMS needs to be updated as their products are very very expensive. You

will learn from this book but you will need to read others as well or attend a class at a local

community college.

great info

I bought this book for my godson--a beginning welding student. This book covers the basics for

ANYONE interested in the field. In an ideal situation, students would benefit from reading this book

before classes begin for a thorough understanding of the field.

A good book. For a refresher this book cuts the mustard. It tells about things that we have all

forgotten. I think the book is a winner.
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